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The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by jerusalemsexaddict - 01 Oct 2009 18:33
_____________________________________

Presenting GYE's official happy pick-me-up thread!!!!!  

Pictures that will make you smile ;D and laugh  :D        

www.poster.net/hollist-mike/hollist-mike-hair-raising-experience-8500363.jpg

ihasahotdog.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/funny-dog-pictures-this-dog-wants-three-hotdogs.jpg

www.slackers.co.za/uploads/20070712/hilarious.jpg

www.guy-sports.com/fun_pictures/car_cross_only.jpg

www.guy-sports.com/fun_pictures/road_surprises.jpg

1.bp.blogspot.com/_B7iJN32O15U/SKZxyE-0QGI/AAAAAAAAAQg/V42NDjI7vZU/s400/2261-C
ool+Funny+Pictures+-+Photos+-+Hilarious+-+Humor+-+Images+-+.jpg

s-fun.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/10/327.jpg

 

Some funny quotes    

"Why does Sea World have a seafood restaurant?? I'm halfway through my fish burger and I
realize, Oh man....I could be eating a slow learner."

"I'm in no condition to drive...wait! I shouldn't listen to myself, I'm drunk!" -Homer J. Simpson

"I do not like broccoli. And I haven't liked it since I was a little kid and my mother made me eat it.
And I'm President of the United States and I'm not going to eat any more broccoli." -George
Bush.
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"You have to stay in shape. My grandmother, she started walking five miles a day when she
was 60. She's 97 today and we don't know where the heck she is."

"The pen is mightier than the sword, and considerably easier to write with."

"Sometimes I lie awake at night, and I ask, 'Where have I gone wrong?' Then a voice says to
me, 'This is going to take more than one night.' "

"On my first day in New York a guy asked me if I knew where Central Park was. When I told him
I didn't he said, 'Do you mind if I mug you here?'."

A joke    

1)A young Jewish man was visiting a psychiatrist, hoping to cure his eating and sleeping
disorder. "Every thought I have turns to my mother," he told the psychiatrist. "As soon as I fall
asleep and begin to dream, everyone in my dream turns into my mother. I wake up so upset
that all I can do is go downstairs and eat a piece of toast."

The psychiatrist replied, "What, just one piece of toast for a big boy like you?"

Feel free to add anything that will pick the oylam up! 

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Aryeh821 - 18 Mar 2016 17:35
_____________________________________
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Probably my favourite thread from this whole website:)

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Aryeh821 - 20 Mar 2016 03:55
_____________________________________

Happy to be contributing 

if you can't understand it let me know

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by markz - 20 Mar 2016 04:13
_____________________________________

https://guardyoureyes.com/media/kunena/attachments/12596/image.jpeg

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by markz - 20 Mar 2016 04:32
_____________________________________

It's after my "good night calendar" time - I can only access this on my phone

So I can't read the fine print 

Is this another stupid Trump investment idea buying out Oz vHadar and Artscroll corporations
and rewriting history too??

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Aryeh821 - 20 Mar 2016 04:40
_____________________________________
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Something like that but better 

you'll see tomorrow 

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Yesod - 20 Mar 2016 06:42
_____________________________________

Aryeh821 wrote on 20 Mar 2016 03:55:

Happy to be contributing 

if you can't understand it let me know

hilaryous

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by yidtryingharder - 20 Mar 2016 12:44
_____________________________________

Enjoy ur run

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by markz - 21 Mar 2016 01:28
_____________________________________

Why are people posting here this week?

Why are they depressed?

?
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DO NOT POST HERE THIS WEEK

ITS BANNED
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did you hear??????

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Yesod - 21 Mar 2016 03:12
_____________________________________

yenne work

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Sasha 2 - 21 Mar 2016 11:58
_____________________________________

Aryeh821 wrote on 20 Mar 2016 03:55:

Happy to be contributing 

if you can't understand it let me know

Can someone post a link for this picture because its too small for me to read from here?

Thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by solmeir - 21 Mar 2016 16:04
_____________________________________

Purim 2016?
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========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by solmeir - 21 Mar 2016 16:06
_____________________________________

Purim 2016

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Aryeh821 - 23 Mar 2016 19:19
_____________________________________

I can email it to you if you would like 

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Sasha 2 - 23 Mar 2016 21:01
_____________________________________

yes please sanonym380380@gmail.com

Thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by markz - 25 Mar 2016 12:52
_____________________________________

?? ????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ????? ?????

markz wrote on 18 Mar 2016 13:04:
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markz wrote:

I believe a healthy workout is an ingredient to a lust-lowered lifestyle

I did some today, and blows lust out the window
Warning: Spoiler!

I actually am sure that RID and HALT feature more by those that do not take exercise
seriously

Exercise doesn't require membership

At the minimum a 15 min walk every 2 days

This is not a strong proof and I'm not recommending this, but there are those of us that have
been to gym when a girl was doing her workout and we came out ok, why?
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And if I may add, and I have a degree in psychology
Warning: Spoiler!

, that Lust is caused by RID, but many times RID doesn't come from nowhere

Here's a source from last weeks portion 

?}?? ???? ????? ?? ????. ??? ??? ???? ?? ???? ???? ???? ??? ????? ?????? ???? ???? ????
????? ????? ?????? ????? ??? ???? ???? ????? ????? ????:

========================================================================
====
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